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Sauce makes  
testing awesome.

Our cloud-based testing platform allows developers to automatically or 
interactively test mobile and web apps on 150+ browsers and platforms 
including iOS, Android & Mac OS X. Sauce makes running, debugging, 
and scaling test suites easier than ever, saving you time and money.

Why Use 
Sauce Labs? 

The complete testing platform.
Test native, hybrid, and web apps using Appium, Selenium, 

JavaScript unit, or manual tests. Write tests in any 

language and run them across 150+ browser/OS  

platforms available instantly.

Stop worrying about infrastructure.
No more buying or maintaining servers and test 

machines, or installing browsers or VM licenses. You can 

effortlessly scale testing with parallelization & more VMs. 

Sauce is more stable and reliable than a local grid,  

with 99.99% uptime. 

 
Mobile testing on Sauce.
Sauce supports iOS and Android native, hybrid, and mobile 

web app testing. Appium allows you to write tests in any 

language, and you can scale your mobile testing instantly.

Integrate with your CI system.
Integrate with Travis, Jenkins, and Bamboo to keep  

your development process simple.

Speed up your development.
Sauce’s cloud allows you to test more threads in parallel, 

speeding up your testing. Increase developer productivity  

up to 80% by enabling them to spend less time with test  

maintenance and debug faster with useful features like 

videos and screenshots.

Safe & secure.
Use Sauce Connect, built with SSL, to securely test your 

firewalled apps. Pristine VM’s spun up for every test keep 

your data secure. Once your test is over, the VM and 

everything on it is destroyed.

Value add features.
Save time and hassle with value add features like videos, 

screenshots, and HTML logs, so you can identify issues faster. 

Take control of running tests with breakpoints. Share videos 

and sessions with team members for easy collaboration,  

with account management for large teams and companies.
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Plans for individuals and teams
Choose the monthly plan that fits you best or start with our free account. 

Sign up for a FREE account
30 manual minutes 
100 Win/Linux/ Android minutes  
40 Mac/iOS minutes 

Learn about Open Sauce!
Unlimited public tests  
Free for open source projects!

Manual

Manual minutes

Win/Linux/ Android minutes 

Mac/iOS minutes

Parallelization

User

∞

200

80

4

1

$12/mo.

Automated

Manual minutes 

Win/Linux/ Android minutes

Mac/iOS minutes

Parallelization

Users

∞
1000

400

5

1

$49/mo.

Enterprise

Prioritized support

Multiple users

Annual Billing

     Unlimited automated min.

10+ parallelization

Custom
Small team

Manual minutes 

Win/Linux/ Android minutes 

Mac/iOS minutes

Parallelization

Users

∞
4000

1600

10

5

$149/mo.


